Employing Number-Based Graphical Representations to Enhance the Effects of Visual Check on Entry Error Detection
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Number entry is a mundane and error-prone task. To find errors, users often rely on visual checks to compare the differences between their instructions and the numbers they have actually input, a task that is difficult for users to do accurately. We therefore propose the use of number-based graphical representations (GRs) as a complement to conventional numeric representations (NR) to enhance visual checks, so users can examine both GRs and NRs to detect errors. We conducted two experiments to explore the issues raised. Experiment 1 examined the effects of GRs and NRs on representation difference detection (i.e. checking if two GRs or NRs are identical). The two representations had a comparative performance by time and error rate. In Experiment 2, we investigated the performance of GRs and NRs with number entry tasks. While extending the task time (increased by 38%), number entry with GRs resulted in significantly fewer errors than without GRs (decreased by 60%). Participants also had a high preference for number entry with GRs. Therefore, the proposed technique is promising for number entry error reduction, and that in safety critical applications improved safety can be achieved.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

• A novel technique, which is based on number-based graphical representations, is proposed to aid users in entry error detection.
• The technique has three advantages. First, it improves entry error detection. Second, there is no extra cost in performing entry process. Last, it is independent of the graphical entry interface it is used with.
• Results of two user studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
• The technique combines the benefits of using graphs with the familiarity of conventional numeric notations, hence giving much broader insights into numeric interaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Number entry is a crucial aspect of using many interactive systems. In safety-critical environments such as air traffic control or in hospital wards, number entry errors can lead to harmful consequences. For example, in 2008, a patient was given drugs at a rate of 68 mL/h rather than at the ordered rate of 6.8 mL/h; this error led to the patient’s death (FDA Newsletter, 2014). Indeed, a large proportion of adverse incidents in hospitals have occurred as a result of number entry errors in programming infusion pumps (Vicente et al., 2003). Reduction of entry errors is important to improve the dependability of number entry systems (Thimbleby and Cairns, 2010).

Number transcription is usually composed of several steps: viewing instruction numbers, remembering them in short-term memory, interacting with a user interface, then double-checking the results. The last step is important to reduce entry errors, because unlike text entry, there is no model (such as a word dictionary) that can suggest corrections for numbers as any combination of digits constitutes a legal number.

Visual checking is a widely adopted method due to its advantages of high user preference and short execution time (Barchard and Pace, 2011; Barchard and Verenikina, 2011; Wiseman et al., 2011). Checking simply requires to compare entries with instructions to determine if they match. Nevertheless, despite the popularity and advantages, visual checking tends to have worse effects on error detection than other check methods, like double entry (i.e. entering data twice to validate the results) (Barchard and Verenikina, 2011). Given the widespread use of visual checking for number entry in safety critical applications, there is a clear need to improve its performance.

Entry error detection involves checking for differences between the entered number and the instructions. Ease of search and recognition is affected by what information is explicit in a representation (Larkin and Simon, 1987). For instance, grouping digits can enable users to better recognize, memorize and recall the chunk information (Miller, 1956; Nordby et al., 2002). To ensure error detection efficiency, it is important to seek representations which can support a comparable, if not faster and more accurate, search and recognition performance than just using numeric digits, or numeric representations (NRs).

In this study, we propose a method of using number-based graphical representations (GRs) to help users identify entry errors. The use of GRs plays an important role in many areas such as data analysis (Larkin and Simon, 1987) and clinical setting (Gould et al., 2013; Thimbleby and Williams, 2013). To display numbers graphically, we designed a mechanism that constructs a GR corresponding to a number; each number thus
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**Figure 1.** Number entry with graphical representations (GR). (a) Instruction number ‘6.8’ and its GR. (b) The user enters digit ‘6’, along which the entry-based GR is updated. (c) The user enters digit ‘8’ and the GR is updated again. The GRs in (a) and (c) are served as a complement to the two numbers in (a) and (c) for entry error detection.
having a unique GR. During the entry process, an instruction number is presented in conjunction with the related GR, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. An entry-based GR is generated along with the number users input (see Fig. 1b and c). To identify errors, users can compare the instruction GR with the entered GR, in addition to comparing the input number with the instruction number. This provides a novel alternative to detecting entry errors. In addition, the design combines the benefits of using graphs with the familiarity of conventional numeric notations, hence may give much broader insights into interaction than with just numbers. To our knowledge, we are the first to employ GRs to enhance the effects of visual check on entry error detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first describe the motivations and rationales of using GRs for checking entry accuracy, followed by the design and implementation of GRs. After a review of related work, we report two experiments to examine the effects of GRs with an analysis of experiment data. Last, we generally discuss the results and future work.

2. MOTIVATING PRINCIPLES

2.1. Enhanced effects of entry error detection

As shown in Fig. 1a and c, our design provides a pair of GRs (instruction GR and entry GR) as an accompaniment to a pair of NRs (instruction and input numbers) to increase users’ awareness of the differences between the entry and instruction. Intuitively, the dual-mode representations could improve error detection rates. Furthermore, graphical and numeric information are processed differently and along distinct channels in the human mind, creating separate representations for information processed in each channel (Larkin and Simon, 1987). The mental codes corresponding to these representations are used to organize incoming information that can be acted upon, stored and retrieved for subsequent use. When viewing GRs, early visual processes detect and encode visual primitives such as shape, position and length. Some of these primitives can be processed in parallel; some require serial scanning and identification. On the other hand, viewing digits of a number requires serial scanning the digits. The independent mechanisms of information search and recognition for NRs and GRs indicate that a combined use of the two representations should lead to improvements in error detection.

2.2. No extra cost for entry process

The use of GRs for entry error detection should not require the user to learn new entry skills or perform extra entry steps. This is important to make our technique applicable in practice, because long-term learning and extra entry burden may hinder the wide use of the proposed technique.

2.3. Graphical entry interface independence

The proposed technique should be independent of number entry interfaces. In other words, no matter what graphical interface types are used (e.g. numeric keypad or up-down keypad (Oladimeji et al., 2013)), correct input numbers should have a same GR as the instruction number. This design feature has a significant role in practice. Taking clinical practice as an example, preparing prescription forms and programming infusion pumps are generally performed by different medical practitioners in different departments. When preparing instruction GRs, users do not need to be concerned with the type of number entry interfaces being used.

3. CONSTRUCTING GRAPHICAL NUMBER REPRESENTATIONS

To generate a GR for a number, we need to address how to graphically represent the digits (and the decimal point) in the number and their sequence. There are two design rules to be considered when constructing number-based GRs. One is to design GRs that are as simple as possible, because it is easier for users to view two simple GRs and identify their differences than complex ones. The other is to ensure that each number has a unique GR. Otherwise, the technique may lose its effectiveness if two different numbers share the same GR. Following the two rules, we designed a mechanism to create number-based GRs. As shown in Fig. 2a, the GR is rendered within a dotted circle. Ten digits (0–9) and the decimal point

Figure 2. (a) Positions on the dotted circle and their corresponding digits. GR representing (b–d) typing the successive digits of ‘6.8’.
are mapped to eleven positions on the dotted circle; these positions are evenly distributed on the circle and the position of the decimal point is at the top of the circle.

An effective GR design should ensure that the entry-based GR differs from the instruction-based GR if an incorrect entry occurs; the greater the difference is, the better the design is. Our pilot study showed that for calculator keypads, which are a common number entry interface, users sometimes pressed a key next to the intended one, resulting in a wrong digit error. Hence, for adjacent keys on the numeric keypad, the positions of the digits they represent should be as far apart as possible on the dotted circle, so as to increase differences between entry and instruction GRs if a wrong digit error occurs. We therefore placed the odd digits on the left side of the circle and the even digits on the right side, as shown in Fig. 2a. Admittedly, it is difficult to propose a way of distributing digits on the dotted circle which works properly for all number entry interfaces. We aim to provide a good design for a widely used interface (calculator keypads) in this study and will investigate different digit distributions for other entry interfaces in future.

The process of generating a GR is as follows. A number can be regarded as a sequence of digits. For the first digit, a small circle is displayed in the designated position on the dotted circle (Fig. 2b). The small circle disappears when the subsequent digit or the decimal point is input. A line connecting the positions of the two consecutively input characters is displayed, with an arrow indicating the order (Fig. 2c). This step iterates until the last digit is input (Fig. 2d). A solid shape placed at the top of the circle is used to represent the decimal point. This makes the decimal point prominent in the GR (see Fig. 2c), as decimal point related errors are serious and common (Oladimeji et al., 2011; Wiseman et al., 2011).

In designing the mechanism, we paid attention to two special number types. One refers to the number having repeating digits like ‘222215’. There is no need to depict the sequence for the ‘2222’ part as the digits are the same; instead, we need to show the repeat count. We designed a set of solid and hollow geometric shapes to represent the number of repetitions, for example, a triangle means that a digit appears twice. Figure 3a lists a set of geometric shapes and the repetition times they represent. Note the open circle, which is designed to indicate digits appearing once, is only used in 1-digit number graphs. We do not use it for multi-digit number graphs, as the designated positions on the dotted circle for the digits can fulfill the purpose. In addition, graphs are more likely to be simpler without open circles than with them. This follows the first design rule. In Fig. 4b, the hollow triangle on the dotted circle indicates digit ‘2’ has been entered twice, and the solid square means ‘1’ has been entered three times.

The other type is the number that contains repeating digit groups (i.e. one that consists of two or more digits) such as ‘11221’ or ‘12121’. Without further modification, the two numbers have an identical GR shown in Fig. 4a. The reason is that the line connecting digit ‘1’ and ‘2’ does not encapsulate their sequence. To solve this issue, we designed a set of compound line strings to depict the number of times that a digit sequence occurs (see Fig. 3b). For instance, both ‘12’
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Figure 3. (a) Geometric shapes and the repetition times they represent. Apart from the circle, solid and hollow shapes appear alternately to make users easily perceive the number of digits. (b) Compound line strings and the number of connections they represent. Note we only present certain numbers of shapes and lines due to space restrictions.

Figure 4. (a) Initial GR design for the number ‘11221’ and ‘12121’. (b) Modified GR design for the number ‘12121’. For ‘11221’, the modified GR design displays the same pattern as found in (a).

Figure 5. An example of using half-circle line strings to represent the connection between ‘1’ and ‘2’. (a–e) shows the step-by-step generation of the GRs for ‘12121’.
and ‘21’ occurs twice in the sequence ‘12121’ so we use a half-circle line string to represent the connection from ‘1’ to ‘2’ and from ‘2’ to ‘1’, respectively (see Fig. 4b). Note that when the connection is from a small digit (e.g. ‘1’) to a bigger one (e.g. ‘2’), the shape denoting the repetition count (e.g. the half-circle) on the line string is within the major segment defined on the dotted circle by the chord formed by the line string; otherwise, the shape is within the minor segment (see Fig. 5).

Overall, for a number, each digit has a unique position on the dotted circle and the digit sequence can be represented by a unique set of line strings, hence each number has a unique GR.

4. RELATED WORK

4.1. Reduction of number entry errors

As humans we are all prone to error (Reason, 1990), even in some seemingly mundane tasks such as number entry. To reduce number entry errors, it is important to understand the errors being made. In a noteworthy study, Wiseman et al. (2011) proposed a taxonomy for classifying and organizing 350 collected entry errors to facilitate further research. The taxonomy was based on Norman’s Action Cycle (Norman and Draper, 1986): one for errors whilst taking action and the other for errors whilst evaluating action. The former category includes goal slips (e.g. digit(s) missing), intention slips (e.g. leading zero omission), action specification slips (e.g. decimal instead of 0) and execution slips (e.g. 0 instead of decimal). The latter one has perception slips (e.g. digit(s) missing), interpretation slips (e.g. leading zero correction), and action evaluation slips (e.g. one digit wrong). We will evaluate the performance of our technique with reference to the taxonomy.

We summarized previous studies related to reduction of number entry errors into three main categories: interface and technique design, number related factors and task contexts. The role of interface and technique design is recognized for improved entry accuracy, resulting in many studies. Some studies have investigated the effects of visual check, read aloud (one person reads instructions out loud while the other person examines entries) and double entry on data entry (Barchard and Pace, 2011; Barchard and Verenikina, 2011). Generally, double entry resulted in fewer entry errors, but at the cost of a longer entry duration. This is also reflected in the study by Wiseman et al. (2011), which examined the performance of double entry and visual check on the application of checksum technique on entry error reduction. Oladimeji et al. (2011, 2013) conducted a series of studies to investigate the effects of entry interface types (e.g. numeric keypads vs. up-down keypads) on speed, errors and severity of errors. Up-down keypads led to fewer errors than numeric keypads. While these studies provided useful methods to achieve high entry accuracy, none of them can eliminate error entirely.

Tu et al. (2014) summarized number-related factors into numeric attributes and presentation variables. Numeric attributes include number length (short or long), number type (integer or decimal), and magnitude and frequency. Presentation variables comprise presented positions (near or far) and font appearance. Their study examined how number length, type and position affect entry performance. Long numbers had more errors than short numbers. Number type and position did not affect entry errors. Psychology studies have focused on the effects of number length and digit-grouping formats on immediate recall (Miller, 1956; Nordby et al., 2002). The capacity of short term memory is considered as $7 \pm 2$ elements and grouping digits can improve recall effects. The magnitude and frequency of numbers used in hospitals have also been studied to improve number entry interface design for medical devices (Wiseman et al., 2013). Furthermore, some studies have investigated visual aspects of numbers to improve NR. For example, Thimbleby (2013) discussed some problematic uses of seven segment displays and argued a need for more legible alternatives than standard seven segment displays. Studies have showed that decreasing numeric presentation quality can increase entry accuracy (Soboczenski et al., 2013). Studies (Sandnes, 2013; Sandnes and Huang, 2013) also proposed to map numbers into phrases so that the user remembers phrases instead of value sequences when performing number copying tasks. Results showed this strategy can reduce the chances of human errors.

Besides interface design and number factors, some studies also examined how task contexts like the emotional state of the user affect entry errors (Cairns et al., 2014). Results showed people in negative emotions (e.g. anger) are less accurate than those in positive emotions (e.g. contentment).

4.2. Graphical representations

The advantages conferred by GRs has attracted widespread interest in the areas of cognitive science and human–computer interaction. Here we highlight a few lines of work that bear direct relevance to the design we proposed. Larkin and Simon (1987) proposed that diagrammatic representations exploit perceptual processes by grouping together relevant information and hence make processes such as search and recognition easier than sentential representations (e.g. text). Zhang and Norman (1994) found that multiple representations of the same task can offer different degrees of external representations, which in turn affects problem-solving efficacy. Their study inspired the present work.

Some studies have applied GRs to error reduction. For example, Thimbleby and Williams (2013) have proposed the use of nomograms—1D slide rule-like representations—to support users in calculating drug doses. Results showed that these representations can significantly reduce the number of errors made in medical dosage calculation tasks. Inspired by Thimbleby’s work, Gould et al. (2013) proposed a variation of GRs to make it easier for users to reason about the setup of infusions. The purpose of using a bar graph with a scale ruler
is not the same as using GRs in our design. The former method is aimed at improving off-by-order-of-magnitude errors, while the latter helps detect even very small number entry errors. The review results show that no studies have employed more abstract GRs to help users detect number entry errors.

5. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECTS OF GR AND NR ON REPRESENTATION DIFFERENCE DETECTION

Entry error detection is a task of finding out representation differences between the instruction and the entry, i.e. seeing if the instruction number and the entered number match. In this experiment, we examined the user’s ability to detect representation differences in terms of GRs and NRs, respectively. We presented a set of GR pairs and a set of NR pairs to the participants and asked them to check if the two elements in each pair were different.

5.1. Experiment apparatus

The experiment was conducted on a Dell S2340T multi-touch monitor connected to an Asus S550c laptop. The monitor was 53.32 × 31.20 cm with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The laptop had an Intel CORE i5 CPU and 8 GB memory. During this experiment, the screen was mounted on a fixed surface perpendicular to the surface of the desk. Participants were asked to use the experimental interface with a DELL USB optical Mouse.

5.2. Representation pairs

In this experiment, participants were required to check if a representation (NR or GR) pair had identical or different elements. Each representation had 80 pairs, which were divided into two identification types: 40 identical element pairs and 40 different element pairs. The identical element pair reflects the case where the instruction and entry are the same while the different element pair means the instruction and entry are different. As the GR pair is generated based on the NR pair using the methods presented in section ‘Constructing Graphical Number Representations’, we only detail the way of creating NR pairs.

We produced three groups of numbers: instruction numbers (Group A), correctly entered numbers (Group B) and wrongly entered numbers (Group C). In Group A, 40 numbers were randomly created based on Tu et al. (2014), which revealed the effects of number length and type on entry performance. All numbers were different. Twenty numbers were of the integer type and the others were of the decimal type. Numbers fell into two further categories according to their number lengths: for both integer and decimal numbers, there were ten short numbers (five 2-digit numbers and five 3-digit numbers) and ten long numbers (five 7-digit numbers and five 8-digit numbers). The length of the short and long numbers were determined based on previous study by Nordby et al. (2002), who showed that immediate recall performance degraded rapidly beyond six digits.

The numbers in Group B were identical to those in Group A, as Group B consisted of correctly entered numbers. To create incorrectly entered numbers in Group C, we copied the numbers in Group A to Group C and modified them according to the six main error types summarized in previous studies (Oladimeji et al., 2011, 2013): wrong digit, digits transposed, digit missing, digit added, decimal point missing and decimal point added. For each number length in each type, the modification to each number randomly referred to one of the six error types; different numbers having different error types. Note we did not generate missing decimal point errors for integer type and decimal added errors for decimal type.

To create a NR pair with identical elements, we selected a number from Group A and the corresponding number from Group B. To construct a NR pair with different elements, we chose a number from Group A and the corresponding number from Group C.

5.3. Participants

Sixteen participants (7 female) from 23 to 48 years of age (μ = 33.2, σ = 7.2) took part in the experiment. One was left handed. All knew how to use the mouse well. All of them had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no motor impairments. Participants were staff members in the local university and received £5 for their time.

5.4. Experiment design

The experiment was a within-subject repeated measures design. There were three independent variables: representation type (graphical representations (GRs), and numeric representations (NRs)), identification type (pairs with identical elements and with different elements) and number length (short numbers and long numbers). The dependent variables were identification time, identification errors and the subjective preference of participants.

5.5. Task and procedure

The experiment involved two tasks: NR-related task, in which a number pair was displayed (see Fig. 6b) on the screen, and GR-related task, in which a GR pair was rendered on the screen (see Fig. 6d). The font size of the numbers was 6.75 mm. The radius of the dotted circle which held the GR was 2.16 cm. The font size and the circle were large enough to show the details of GRs clearly. Each task had 80 trials. In each trial, a representation pair was randomly selected from the corresponding collection generated in the section ‘Representation Pairs’. Different trials had different representation pairs. For each trail, participants were instructed...
Figure 6. Illustrating the experimental conditions before and after pressing the START key. (a) NR condition, before pressing START. (b) NR condition, after pressing START. (c) GR condition, before pressing START. (d) GR condition, after pressing START.

5.6. Data analysis

Because the task was to identify representation differences, we do not need to consider ‘motor learning’ effects. If the participants could understand how to perform the task after the practice, it can be regarded that the data collected in the test phase are able to reflect user performance on representation difference identification. The practice block was removed from the data analysis. Before analyzing variance, we observed histograms of the data and found that it appeared to fit the normal distribution.

5.6.1. Identification time

Identification time was calculated as the duration from clicking the START key to clicking the SAME or DIFFERENT key for confirmation. Short identification time indicates that users can easily determine if the elements of the representation pair were different.

We began by looking at mean identification time by representation types (NRs vs. GRs) averaged across identification types (pairs with identical elements vs. pairs with different elements). This gives equal weight to each identification type and provides an overview performance of the representation types. Repeated measures ANOVA shows representation type had no significant main effect on identification time ($F_{1,15} = 4.19, P = 0.06$). The mean value was 2335 ms in the NR condition and 2173 ms in the GR condition. For both...
representations, participants spent similar time identifying representation differences.

As illustrated in Fig. 7a, representation type significantly interacted with identification type ($F_{1,15} = 30.79, p < 0.01$). For the identification type with different elements, GRs had a shorter time than NRs. The mean time was 2204 ms for GRs and 2473 ms for NRs. Conversely, for the identification type with identical elements, GRs had a slightly longer time than NRs. The mean time was 2466 ms for GRs and 2473 ms for NRs.

To investigate the effect of representation type for each identification type, we further calculated the simple main effect of representation type at two levels of the identification type, respectively. Representation type had a significant main effect on identification time for the identification type with different elements ($F_{1,15} = 19.35, p < 0.01$), but no significant main effect for the identification type with identical elements ($F_{1,15} = 0.01, P = 0.94$). With GRs, participants were able to detect representation differences in a shorter time than NRs.

There was also a significant interaction between representation type and number length ($F_{1,15} = 20.91, p < 0.01$). As shown in Fig. 7b, compared with NRs, GRs led to a longer average time in short number condition (1542 ms for GRs vs. 1438 ms for NRs) but a shorter average time in long number condition ($\mu = 2804$ ms for GRs vs. 3232 ms for NRs). We looked into how number length affected the performance of representation types by analyzing the simple main effect of representation types at two levels of the number length, respectively. We found that representation type had a significant main effect for both number lengths ($F_{1,15} = 5.00, P < 0.05$ for short numbers, and $F_{1,15} = 10.70, P < 0.01$ for long numbers). With GRs, participants tended to spend a shorter time for long numbers than with NRs, but the reverse was true for short numbers.

5.6.2. Identification errors

An identification error was committed when the participant clicked the same key for the representation pair having different elements or clicked the different key for the representation pair having identical elements. We analyzed error rate using repeated measures ANOVA. No significant main effect was found on identification errors for representation type ($F_{1,15} = 0.49, P = 0.49$). The average rate was 0.020 for NRs and 0.016 for GRs. In other words, the two representation types did not significantly differ in identification errors. However, a significant main effect was found on identification errors for identification type (whether the elements are the same or not) ($F_{1,15} = 12.24, P < 0.01$) and number length ($F_{1,15} = 12.02, P < 0.01$). The mean error rate for the identification type with different elements ($\mu = 0.03$) was significantly larger than that for the type with identical elements ($\mu = 0.01$). Long numbers resulted in significantly more errors than short numbers ($\mu = 0.01$ for short numbers and 0.03 for long numbers).

There was no significant interaction effect between representation type and identification type ($F_{1,15} = 0.04, P = 0.85$), as well as between representation type and number length ($F_{1,15} = 0.03, P = 0.88$).

5.6.3. Subjective feedback evaluation

Repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effect for representation type on subjective identification time ($F_{1,15} = 1.52, P = 0.24$) and on identification accuracy ($F_{1,15} = 2.19, P = 0.16$). The mean rate of speed was 4.38 for NRs and 5.13 for GRs. And the mean rate of accuracy was 4.25 for NRs and 5.13 for GRs. The subjective preference of the two representation types was fairly consistent with the time and error performance. Interestingly, a significant main effect for representation type was found on ease of identification ($F_{1,15} = 5.08, P < 0.05$). Participants generally felt that it was easier to detect representation differences with GRs ($\mu = 5.19$) than with NRs ($\mu = 4.06$).

5.7. Discussion

The data analysis of identification time and errors shows that GRs led to an overall comparable performance than NRs on representation difference detection. Therefore, it is reasonable to anticipate that the effect of GRs on entry error detection would not be worse than that of NRs. Furthermore, according
to identification time analysis for identification type with different elements, GRs were better at highlighting differences than NRs. The subjective feedback evaluation also shows higher preference for GRs over NRs in terms of ease of detection. Overall, the results show that GRs are promising to aid users in entry error identification.

Note that our basic goal is to use GRs as a complement to NRs. If the use of GRs is completely compatible with existing input interfaces and is preferred by a meaningful number of users, it does not need to outperform NRs in performance to be valuable. The similar performance of GRs and NRs indicates potential advantages of using GRs for entry error detection.

6. EXPERIMENT 2: NUMBER ENTRY WITH OR WITHOUT THE PRESENTATION OF GR

The results in Experiment 1 reflect potential benefits of GRs on number entry error detection. In Experiment 2, we further tested the effects of GRs in the context of a number entry task with the presentation of GRs. While it is reasonable to expect that two detective patterns can result in a better error detection performance than one, it is still important and informative to measure the performance of number entry with GRs in comparison with number entry without GRs in order to gain empirical insights. Another goal of this experiment was to close the design-iteration loop by testing with participants who had no knowledge of, or bias from, the research and design insight. We aim to observe users’ actual behaviors on number entry with GRs and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of GRs.

6.1. Experiment apparatus

The monitor and laptop in Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2. During the experiment, the touch screen was mounted on a fixed surface tilted at 30° to the surface of the desk to reduce fatigue (Sears et al., 1993). The participants were asked to input numbers with direct touch.

6.2. Instruction numbers

We randomly generated two number sets for the experiment following the method in Experiment 1. One is for the practice phase and the other is for the test phase. Each set had 104 different numbers randomly generated based on Tu et al. (2014). For each set, 52 numbers were of the integer type and the others were of the decimal type. Numbers fell into 2 further categories according to their number lengths: for both integer and decimal numbers, there were 26 short numbers (12 2-digit numbers and 14 3-digit numbers) and 26 long numbers (12 7-digit numbers and 14 8-digit numbers). For decimal numbers, the location of the decimal point was evenly distributed amongst the digits. The length of the short and long numbers were determined based on previous study by Nordby et al. (2002).

6.3. Number entry interfaces

The user interface without GRs (NoGR interface) was a calculator keypad (see Fig. 8a). Twelve square keys in gray were arranged without key spacing. The key size was 18.9 mm per side, which was large enough to be clicked with a finger (Sears et al., 1993). A red key (measuring 18.9 mm per side) was placed under the number pad with a constant gap of 18.9 mm, for controlling the start and end of a trial. The text of the control key was set as START initially. Pressing the START key indicated starting a trial. Once a trial started, the key text changed to ENTER. Participants were asked to click this key when they finished a trial. The key text then changed to START again, prompting participants to start the next trial. During the entry process, participants were asked to use the DEL key to remove digits one by one from the most right digit and were not allowed to position the cursor by touching the screen. The touchscreen used the lift-off key activation mechanism with visual feedback. During the experiment, the user interface was to the left side of the screen (see Fig. 8b), and the instruction (font size 6.75 mm: 25 pixels) was shown on the right side of the entry interface. The font size of the input number was 6.75 mm. The font size was large enough to allow participants to read the numbers clearly.

For the interface with GRs (GR interface), instruction numbers and input numbers were presented along with the related GRs (see Fig. 1).

6.4. Participants

Thirty-two participants (13 male) from 24 to 47 years of age (μ = 33.4, σ = 6.8) were recruited for the study. Sixteen
participants were asked to perform number entry tasks with the NoGR interface, and the others were asked to enter numbers with the GR interface. Six were left-handed. All had prior experience using touch screens and were familiar with number entry on numeric keypads. All of them had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no motor impairments. Participants were staff members in the local university and received £5 for their time.

6.5. Experiment design
The experiment was a between-subjects design. The number entry interface style was the independent variable and it had two levels: NoGR interface and GR interface. The dependent variables were entry time, the number of undetected errors, the number of corrected errors and subjective evaluation.

6.6. Task and procedure
The experiment consisted of a practice phase and a test phase. In the practice phase, participants were first instructed how to perform the task. Then participants were asked to sit in a chair in front of the experiment device (see Fig. 8b) and enter 104 numbers following the instructions. During the test, each participant was required to enter 104 numbers as well. The instruction numbers used in the test phase differed from numbers used in the practice phase. Participants were asked to use the index finger of the dominant hand to enter the presented number as accurately and quickly as possible. Participants were required to correct entry errors using the DEL key if they found any. They were then instructed to press the ENTER key to confirm the current trial and then press the start key for the next trial. The order in which the numbers were presented for each participant was randomized.

For the NoGR interface condition, in each trial, an instruction number was shown on the right of the entry interface. For the GR interface condition, an instruction number and its related GR was shown on the right of the entry interface. The font size of the instruction number and the input number was 6.75 mm. The GR was displayed within a dotted circle with a 2.16 cm radius. During the entry process, a GR would be 6.65 cm away from the center of the presented number. The GR was displayed within a dotted circle with a 2.16 cm radius. During the entry process, a GR would be 6.75 mm away from the center of the presented number. The GR was displayed within a dotted circle with a 2.16 cm radius. During the entry process, a GR would be 6.75 mm away from the center of the presented number. The GR was displayed within a dotted circle with a 2.16 cm radius. During the entry process, a GR would be 6.75 mm away from the center of the presented number.

6.7. Data analysis
Only data gathered in the test phase was analyzed.

6.7.1. Entry errors
Entry errors were classified into uncorrected errors and corrected errors (Oladimeji et al., 2011). Uncorrected errors were trials for which the user transcribed and confirmed a wrong number. Corrected errors were defined as the number of DEL keystrokes used to delete incorrectly entered digits and decimal points. For each error type, error rates, calculated as the ratio of the sum of errors to the number of all trials, were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test because the data were not normally distributed.

No significant difference was found between number entry with GRs ($\mu = 0.163$) and without GRs ($\mu = 0.167$, $Z = -1.02$, $P = 0.16$) for corrected errors. However, it was found that number entry without GRs ($\mu = 0.025$) had significantly more uncorrected errors than that with GRs ($\mu = 0.010$, $Z = -1.78$, $P < 0.05$). Recall the purpose of this study was to reduce uncorrected number entry errors. The result is a compelling evidence that GRs are an effective supplement to NRs for entry error detection.

In total, we collected 41 uncorrected errors by 10 participants for NoGR interface and 14 uncorrected errors by 7 participants for GR interface. Inspired by previous studies (Oladimeji et al., 2011; Wiseman et al., 2011), these errors were divided into six categories: wrong digit(s) errors, anagram errors, digit(s) missing errors, digit(s) added errors, missing decimal point errors and decimal added error (see Table 1). We analyzed these errors in detail as follows (Fig. 9).

(i) Wrong digit(s) errors: wrong digit(s) errors occurred when at least one digit of the input number was incorrect. There were 16 instances of this error for NoGR interface and 7 for GR interface.

(ii) Transposition errors: Transposition errors happened when two adjacent digits were swapped in the transcribed value, such as inputting 954 instead of 945. Participants committed 4 instances of this error for NoGR interface and 0 for GR interface.

Table 1. Unnoticed errors for NoGR interface and GR interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Wrong digit(s)</th>
<th>Transposition</th>
<th>Digit(s) missing</th>
<th>Digit(s) added</th>
<th>Missing decimal</th>
<th>Decimal added</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoGR interface</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR interface</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(iii) Digit(s) missing errors: digit(s) missing errors occurred when at least one digit from the intended value was missing from the transcribed value. There were 12 instances of this error for NoGR interface and 6 for GR interface. Participants tended to miss digits for numbers that included more than two consecutive identical digits, as 4 of the 12 errors were related to such number type. For example, participants input ‘688663’ instead of ‘6888663’.

(iv) Digit(s) added errors: digit(s) added errors were committed if at least one digit was wrongly added in the transcribed value. There were 4 instances of this error for NoGR interface and none for GR interface. Half were related to the numbers including more than two consecutive identical digits.

(v) Missing decimal point errors: missing decimal point errors occurred when a decimal point was absent from the transcribed number but was present in the instruction. There were 4 instances of this error for NoGR interface and 1 for GR interface.

(vi) Decimal point(s) added errors: decimal added errors were produced when there were more decimal points in the input number than in the instruction number. Only a single instance of this error was found for NoGR interface.

6.7.2. Time performance

Time performance is a standard quantitative metric used in assessing the usability of user interfaces. Although the purpose of using GRs is to reduce entry errors, it is still important to examine time performance to gain insights of overall effects of using GRs on number entry.

For experimental trials with uncorrected errors (3.7% of all trials), these trials cannot provide valid data for time analysis, hence were removed from the experimental data for time analysis. The independent samples t-test was used in the data analysis, as the data had normal distribution.

Total time was computed as the period from the release of the START key to the release of the ENTER key. As illustrated in Fig. 10, GR interface had a significantly longer time than NoGR interface ($t_{30} = -5.67, p < 0.01$). The mean time was 3656 ms for NoGR interface and 5049 ms for GR interface.

To look into the effects of GRs on entry process, we further measured time performance for the initiation, execution and commit phases, respectively.

Initiation time was defined as the duration from the release of the START key to the contact of the first digit key. Initiation time reflects the duration that users view and mentally process the instruction. The time for GR interface ($\mu = 1428$ ms) was significantly longer than NoGR interface ($\mu = 1081$ ms) ($t_{30} = -3.25, P < 0.01$).

Execution time was the time elapsed between the contact of the first digit key to the release of the last digit key. GR interface led to 12.9% longer time than NoGR interface, but this was not significant ($t_{30} = -1.96, P = 0.07$). On average,
GR interface led to a time of 1925 ms while NoGR interface had a time of 2167 ms.

Commit time was calculated as the duration from the release of the last digit key to the release of the ENTER key. There was a significant difference between GR interface and NoGR interface ($t_{30} = -6.29, P < 0.01$). The mean value was 667 ms for NoGR interface and 1458 ms for GR interface, revealing that participants dedicated more time to complete entry tasks with GRs.

6.7.3. Subjective evaluation

Fifteen of the sixteen participants who used GR interface reported that GRs were helpful for entry error detection. One participant said: ‘the GR was really good and aided accuracy.’ Another indicated, ‘it was much easier to check accuracy using GRs.’ Five of the sixteen participants also mentioned that it was slower for number entry with GRs but the time cost was acceptable for gaining higher accuracy. One participant said, ‘I felt I was slower with GRs but more conscious of making an error.’ Two participants mentioned that it was interesting to use GR interface because they had not experienced it before. Overall, the evaluation results were in good agreement with the results of data analysis and showed participants’ positive feedback toward the use of GRs.

6.8. Discussion

We examined the performance of using GRs in number entry tasks. Compared with not using GRs, using GRs resulted in a much lower uncorrected error rate (decreased by 60%) at a price of a longer entry time (increased by 38%). For all error types, the use of GRs had a lower error rate. The subjective evaluation also indicates that using GRs was preferable to participants.

According to the time performance analysis, the use of GRs did not affect the execution phase, but had strong effects on the initiation and commit phases. As anticipated, viewing GRs cannot facilitate data entry, so participants did not tend to view GRs during entry process. It is also understandable that GRs affected the commit phase as participants were encouraged to look at GRs and NRs at the post-entry process. However, we did not expect GRs could influence the initiation phase, because during this phase it was not a necessary step to view GRs for number entry. One reason might be because participants were interested in GRs, therefore spending some time viewing them. It is of interest to investigate how GRs attract user attention at the initiation phase in the future.

The experiment results also indicate a need to promote the effects of visual checking on entry error detection. Although the participants using the NoGR interface were required to correct any entry errors they committed, 10 of them failed to notice their entry errors. It is understandable that people entering numbers are to be expected to make errors. However, given that entry errors may lead to adverse events in safety critical fields, it is important to design number entry systems which can help users detect errors.

7. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. The effects of number entry with GR

Number entry is required in many fields including healthcare, finance and many day-to-day activities. Although advances in optical character recognition and other techniques make number entry increasingly rely on computers, manual data entry is still an indispensable task for people, such as transcribing data from paper into databases. This research proceeds on the premise that errors will occur and sometimes go unnoticed. Given human nature, errors are inevitable from time to time, which requires us to design effective techniques to detect and manage error.

While visual checking is a commonly used method for entry error detection, previous studies showed that number-based visual checking is not sufficient and there is scope to improve performance (Barchard and Pace, 2011; Barchard and Verenikina, 2011). In this study, we explored the use of number-based GRs to enhance the effects of visual checking. The most familiar rationale for more than one representation is to benefit from the redundant mental processes supported by different representations. We examined the performance of GRs through two empirical experiments. In Experiment 1, participants were asked to detect representation differences in terms of NRs and GRs, respectively. Results showed the two representations had similar performance on representation difference detection, indicating potential effects of using GRs on error identification.

We further measured how GRs affect entry error detection in Experiment 2, in which participants were required to perform number entry tasks with or without GRs. While resulting in 38% increase over input time, number entry with GRs resulted in 60% error reduction than that without GRs. An important aspect of entry error detection is getting users to dedicate more efforts in error identification. In the NR design, the confirmation step could be optimized by comparing the transcribed number to a number stored in short term memory when the instruction was read. In contrast with the GR design, the process of comparing the GRs must be carried by referring explicitly to both GRs. This accounts for the greater amount of time spent in the GR condition and possibly the higher rate of error detection.

It is worth emphasizing that the purpose of this study is not to entirely eliminate entry errors with our technique. We cannot attain this because ‘to err is human’ (Reason, 1990). We aim to provide a technique which can achieve a higher entry accuracy without much loss of entry speed.
7.2. Improving GR design

Although the current GR design has already achieved significantly improved effects of visual check on error detection, there are some directions that can be pursued to extend the current work.

Color information is an important dimension of GR. Using colors can enrich GR design and provide more features for users to detect representation differences. We did not employ this information to our GR design due to the consideration that instructions are not always shown in color and avoiding using color information can enable a broader use of our technique. Future work will explore how to involve color information in the design of number-based GRs.

In Experiment 2, we tested the effectiveness of GRs in a process where input-based GRs were rendered during number entry process. This process is similar to that of number entry without GRs, where input numbers were presented along with keystrokes. Hence, the basis of the comparison of the two tasks is reasonable in terms of experimental process. Future work will examine the effective of GRs in alternative experiment design. For example, the input-based GR pops up when participants press the ENTER key, so as to force users to compare GRs with identify errors. This may lead to varied error detection effects.

In current GR design, we only proposed certain numbers of shapes and compound line strings, which can represent numbers with limited length (e.g. numbers having 11 identical digits). For long numbers which cannot be represented with GRs under current design, we suggest using ‘chunking’ method to group digits (Nordby et al., 2002) and constructing a GR for each digit group; a long number hence having a set of GRs. In addition, we will improve the design of shapes and line strings based on the research of human perception of geometric shapes and lines. Also, alternative GRs (e.g. different distributions of digits on the circle) will be implemented and tested against the proposal in this paper.

7.3. Applicability of the technique

The application of our technique to number entry system design needs to address how to present instruction-based GRs and entry-based GRs. A limitation of our technique is that it cannot be applied to number entry tasks involving hand-written originals, because instruction number-based GRs cannot be created in this case. Our technique is feasible for cases where GRs can be generated along with the input of instruction numbers. Taking programming infusion pumps on hospital wards as an example, instruction GRs can be generated based on instruction numbers and printed out along with prescription forms. The entry GRs can be rendered on the screen of the infusion pump if the device has the functionality of generating GRs. Currently, we are building an open source syringe pump platform (www.openpump.org) and will implement the GR design on this platform. The proposed technique is a cost-effective method and can be applied to a wide range of number entry systems.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Reduction of entry errors is important for many safety critical fields. Our study proposed the concept of number-based GRs to aid in entry error detection and demonstrated its effectiveness by empirical investigations. Our work offers a novel insight into number entry system design: in particular, we have shown that safety of numeric user interfaces can be improved. Perhaps there are other ways that need to be explored that provide better trade-offs, such as being faster or requiring less screen space. Nevertheless the obvious criticism of our approach that user time increases slightly must be seen in perspective—number entry is only part of a larger task, and the time increase for the entire task is marginal. And in almost all applications, an improvement in safety gains considerable time in avoided adverse incidents (and the loss in time for their subsequent management), which suggests the time/safety trade-off is more complex than at first appears and itself should be the subject of further investigation, particularly now we know it is possible to improve safety with novel techniques such as we proposed.
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